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Pittsburgh, 16 February 2021 / Prnewwire / - Every year, PittCon provides a place where scientists who have given exceptional contributions to analytical chemistry and applied spectroscopy are honored. This year, PittCon will work virtually 8-12 March 2021, and will have 15 such awards presented at 17 scientists from all over the world. The
spectroscopy of Pittsburgh The prize will be presented at Dr. Isao Noda of the Delaware University. Dr. NODA was chosen on the basis of its exceptional contribution in understanding and in advanced applications in the field of spectroscopy, its leadership in the scientific community and its mentorship of young scientists. The research interest in him
is in the large area of polymer science and vibrational spectroscopy. The Analytical Chemistry of Pittsburgh The Award will be presented at Dr. Richard Yost of the Florida University. Dr. Yost is widely recognized as a world leader in the field of mass spectrometry and analytical chemistry, in particular for its mass spectrometer involving triple
quadripolar, which revolutionized important measurements that influence human health and well-being in Fields of drug metabolism, pharmacokinetics, environmental studies and biological analysis. The Pittsburgh Conference The Award will be presented at Dr. Robbyn Anand of Iowa State University. Dr. Anand and the research group of you have
developed methods for the analysis of individual cells, electropertic separations in complex media and voltammetria in bipolar electrodes. She is also the founder of Midwest Retreat For Diversity in Chemistry. The PittCon Heritage Award will be presented at Dr. Peter Hupe by Agilent Technologies (withdrawn). Dr. Hupe Fondò Hupe-Busch, which
eventually became the Agilent Technologies High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) Business. It is also recognized for its technical and commercial contributions in the area of the preparatory chromatography of the gas, the role of him in the foundation of the respected HPLC series of international meetings, and its academic results as
president of instrumental analysis and professor at the Free University of Amsterdam. PittCon 2021 Host sessions for three AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY (ACS) awards - ACS Advances in Measurement Science LectureShip Awards, ACS Analitical Division Satinder Ahuja Award for Young Investigators in Separation Science, and the ACS Award in
Analytical Chemistry. PittCon 2021 will also host two awarding sessions each of the electroanalytic chemistry company (SEAC) and the LCGC scientific publisher. These prizes are, respectively, the Seac Royce W. Murray Award and the Seac Charles N. Reilley Award, and LCGC Lifetime Achievement in Chromatography Award and LCGC Emerging
Leader in Chromatography Award. Additional awards were presented the COBLENTZ Society Williams-Wright Award, the Chromatography Forum del Nogare Delaware Valley, and the Ralph N. Adams Award. Of special note is theAmerican Chromatography Association (Caca) Award, which celebrates its inaugural presentation in PittCon 2021.
Information on quoted prizes can be found on PittCon.org. Participation in PittCon 2021 and the related premium presentations are free to accredited press members, which are invited to register in PittCon. Org / Press. PittCon advances and enriches scientific commitment by linking scientists around the world, facilitating the exchange of research
and ideas, showing the latest laboratory innovations, and financing education and scientific dissemination. View the original content to download multimedia: http: //www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/top-scientists-advances-in-analytical-chemistry-recognized-301227998.htmlsource PittCon Borax, a popular addition to detergents for the Laundry
and fine recipes, it is a natural ingredient that is being blown up to be potentially harmful to children. But is it true? From Alia Hoyt If you've ever had a frozen medium beer exploding on you, you know that yes, alcohol freezes â € "but not all kinds freeze at the same pace. We will let you enter the secrets for frozen alcoholic delights. By Alison Cooper
Our sector must get much more analytical in the way we make decisions about the set of analytical tools and the techniques we distribute. I recently set out 2,500 senior decision makers to ask how their organizations took decisions about analytical investments. I was surprised that for more than 60% of respondents, the decision-making process
around analytical strategy, architecture, set of tools, basic platforms, techniques and development of capacity is basically ad hoc â € "they are on it. I don't need to emphasize the profound irony in this. The transcendent importance of the analysis was clear for some time. In my book The New Know: Innovation Powered by Analytics (Wiley, 2009), I
claimed that the analysis was emerging as an accessible and accessible source of competitive advantage. In the seven years since then, almost a thousand books and dozens of thousands of blog posts, articles and webinars have accumulated on the proposal that the analysis is a good thing. Washington's workers believe that the investment in analysis
â € "or lack of investments - was the factor of difference in the 2008 and 2012 presidential elections. It is enough. I don't think we need further investigation that document â € œAnalytics, Good; No Analytics, Bad.â € ™ time to add a little more nuance to the discussion. Let's start with the bases, though. The analysis is a large sandbox that includes
the entire decision spectrum â € "from operational decisions to tactical decisions to strategic decisions (those with enormous but low frequency impact). But the analysis is a strongly modified term. â € œAnalitica descriptiveâ € is to understand what happened in the past. â € œAnalytic It is to find out why something happened. â € œ Predictive
analysisâ € follows linear extrapolations to predict what will happen in the future. And â € œ prescribing analysisâ € considers it We should do the next one. To all this I throw in Big Data and Data Science as part of the SuperSet Analytics.ã, Big Data, of course, is a big part of why Analytics has become essential. The existence of Big Data is not
something we can choose. It's enough. Our choice is between ordering it and exploit it, on the one hand, and be overwhelmed, from the other. In the next four years, something about 60 zettabytes of new digital information will be created. This is a large number that may require an explanation, even for computerworld readers. The predetermined
zetta indicates the multiplication for the seventh power of 1,000 [1021]. For the perspective, consider that half zettabyte should approximate the entire World Wide Web in 2009.ã, when the information is created at a speed of 15 zettabyte at the year, be overwhelmed can seem to seem the only option , especially if you consider that the digital storage
industry produces about half a zettabyte of storage capacity at the year. To store it? Ã, ã, what data do you value? Organizations must analyze what they want to know before investing in analytical platforms, set of tools and techniques. The first step in the path to analytical mastery is to become â â â â â intelligent road "on data resources: Â« You
need to know what data you are Collecting, what data you can safely allow you to escape, how are you using the data acquired and how your collection and use practices are confronted with others in your industry.ã, the second step is to decide who in your organization should be In charge of rethinking existing business processes based on the new
set of analytical tools. You don't want a simple scroll of numbers for this. You want someone who can think in an entrepreneurial way of creating new revenue flows based on the new set of analytical tools. For example, in the vertical retail market, the analysis was historically applied to physical products Â «by providing which products On the shelves
they could approach out-of-stock situations, for example.ã, but in the new world of analysis, experienced retailers will use more and more data to move from being focused on the shelf or shopper-centric while they learn to evaluate What are the needs and desires of customers. What articles, and in what quantity, buyers generally buy? Do they prefer
self-service lanes or man-assisted transactions? What time of day do the shopping? Are they brand loyalty or price-sensitive buyers? They prefer to pay in cash, with debit card or credit card with an incentive reward? Ã, it can request a thin mind to see what kind of data has a real value. An example of what can be taken from the sail of the sail. In the
nineteenth century, Matthew Maury used Â «Old dusty edge» (a data source Withholding useless) to track the ocean currents. Maury was a pioneer of dating (see: Ã, big data: a revolution that will transform like us Work, and think, Kenneth Cukier and Viktor Mayer-SchÃƒÂ¶nberger). Today, some of the world's most laborious analysts build on his
inheritance. They work in a little-known branch of U.S. Navy, the naval control of meteorology and oceanography, using oceanographic and atmospheric data to create information products to improve the performance of mission and safety at sea. Ã, Futurist Thornton A. May is a speaker, educator and consultant and author of The New Know:
Innovation Powered by Analytics. Visit the website of him at Thorntonamay.com address and contact him at the address thornton@thornonamay.com. Copyright Ã,Â © 2016 IDG Communications, Inc. Analytical chemistry occupies a prominent place between all the fields of experimental sciences, ranging from the fundamental studies of nature to
industrial or clinical applications. The chemistry around us. This course introduces the principles of analytical chemistry and explains how these principles are applied in chemistry and related disciplines - particularly in life sciences, environmental sciences and geochemistry. This course, regardless of your background, will teach you fundamental
analytical concepts and their practical applications. At the end of the course, there will be a profound systematic understanding of the analytical methodologies. Finally, this course will help you develop a critical and independent reasoning to apply to new chemical problems and related fields. Institution: UTOKYOXSUBJECT: Chemical level:
Introductivoprerequisit: basic knowledge of organic, inorganic and physical chemistry at the level of higher leveling: EnglishVideo transcription: English Basic knowledge on chemical principles, particularly important for analytical chemistry capacity to judge accuracy and the Accuracy of experimental data A wide range of techniques useful to
modern chemistry analytical skills needed to resolve quantitatively analytical problems Laboratory skills to obtain high quality analytical data module 1: basic tools of analytical methods 1. Chemical measures and analytical tools 2 . Experimental error 3. Statistics and guarantee of quality 4. Chemical balance 5. Sample preparation module 2: Chemical
balances for quantitative analysis 6. Gravimetric analysis 7. Effects of electrolytes 8. Systematic treatment 9. Acid monoprotic balance Base 10. Equiliary acid-polyprotic base or 11. Module 3: Electrochemical analysis and spectrophotometry 13. Fundamentals of electrochemistry 14. Potentiometry 15. REDOX titrations 16. Fundamentals of
spectrophotometry 17. Applications of spectrophotometromethrayo 4: Spectrocystem analysis and analytical separations 19. Atomic spectroscopy 20. Mass spectrometry 21. Introduction to analytical separations 22. Chromatography 23. High efficiency liquid chromatography 24. Electrophoresis analysis
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